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F a b i  economic writing has always been remarkable for its optimism. 
With the Webbs it was an optimism of detail. For Shaw it was a wn- 
fidence that state power would grow as a necessary wunter to the abuses 
of landlords and private monopolies. In the 1930% Ddton, Jay and 
Durbin retained an uninhibited belief in the capaaty of a Labour govern- 
ment to control the private economy through planning, nationalisation 
and New Deal budgetay policy, and to achieve equality through the 
redistribution of income and wealth. In the post-war years, the question 
was not whether a Labour government muld control the economy but by 
what means and by how much. 

The events of the last decade have disturbed this optimism. The main 
pillars of F a b i i  economic thought have one by one been undermined. 
The fmt to be questioned was nationalisation as the answer to private 
monopoly. In the fmt Fabian Essays, William CLarke had argued that 
private monopolies, though efficient, needed to be made public for d k i -  
butional and democratic reasons. The fmt detailed F a b i i  discussion of 
nationalisation was in 1910. By the 1930s it was a prime theme, and 
Ddton's Pranical Socialism contained a Large section on 'sodalisation', 
the different forms it muld take, how to ensure democracy within state- 
run industries, and the industries where it was most necessary. By the 
time of the New Fabian Essays in 1952, Cmsland was calling a halt to 'the 
further multiplication of public boards on the present model'. L i e  Clarke 
he saw nationalisation primarily in redistributive terms -substituting 
'fixed interest payments to capital for rising dividends' - and thus not a 
main line of advance in an economy with government controls and high 
rates of taxation. 

Unformnately the debates of the next 25 years did not centre on the 
extension of democratic control over nationalised as well as nationalisable 
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industry, but on the multiplication of the 'present models'. As a result 
public ownership is now on the retreat. State industries and public ser- 
vices have too often been experienced by both workers and consumers as 
alien. Authoritarian hierarchy, time and motion study and technology 
that deskills and controls those who work with it - al l  these features of 
private capitalist work organisation from the period of Henry Ford have 
been increasingly experienced by public sector workers. S i l y ,  
tenants and other public senor consumers have had to campaign for a say 
in the services that were said to be organised in their name. Indeed it 
became clear that much ofthe programme of post-war nationalisation had 
primarily served to rationalise production for the sake of private industry; 
that what had been regarded as a socialist project was in the end part of a 
capitalist project, to restructure the infkuucture ofBritish capitalism. 

Not only did nationalisation as such lose considerable consumer sup- 
port, but when the Tory offensive for privatisation gathered momentum 
in the 19808, the public sector trade unions have in many fields found 
themselves with only limited support from users in their campabpa of 
mismce. The last five years have therefore been particularly traumatic: 
not only has nationalisation failed to win mass suppon as a path for 
socialist advance, but the ratchet, which Fabians have always believed 
would guarantee advances already made, has been released and the gains 
unwound. 

To the first evil of capitalism, monopoly, the Fabian answer was 
-on. To the second evil, laissm faire, the answer was planning. 
The early Fabians were more concerned with the inequity of capitalist 
&mmbutia rather than the malfunctioning of capitalist exchange. But the 
latter became a m m  substantial theme in the inter-war period. Some 
writers emphas i i  the failure of market prices to'reflect social costs and 
benefits - and this has been a continuing theme in Fabian economics and 
the justification for state intervention in the market emnomy. Others had 
a more macro concern, using planning as a mechanism to avoid economic 
crises. During the Second World War, there was a remarkably extended 
system of physical plauning, which was continued in a number of fields, 
along with a wide range of controls, by the post-war Anlee govenunent. 

Again it was Crosland in the New F a h n  Essays who called for an end 
to this planned assarting of the market economy: 

Controls over indusny should be directed to rrnain basic planning ends - fill 
employment, the balance of payments, location of industry, utility schemes 
and the like. Beyond this thej  should not be multiplied. A &pl& mass of 
detailed controls is highly unpopular, bad for industrial efficiency, and distort- 
ing in its &m on produnion. 

Although the Labour Manifesto on which the 1964 election was won 
re-asserted the importance of industrial planning, George Brown's 
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National Plan was an empty indicative plan, without power of purchase. 
The Depamnent of Economic Affairs was subordinated to the Treasury, 
and the July 1966 measures confumed the end of this shallowest of 
experimen@. Even the industrial planning bodies which m e  later - the 
IRC and the NEB - had a narrow brief, limited power, and except in the 
brief period when Tony Bern was Minister of Indusuy, ignored the 
concerns of workers and consumers within the industries they attempted 
to plan. As with the nationalised industries, industrial planning, to the 
limited extent it was inuoduced, appeared as an ins tment  of capitalist 
rationalisation, rather than being in any way socialist. 

The carefully prepared campaign by the monetarists in favour of the 
free market thus met with little resistance. The stream of Hobart papers 
and Chicago market ideology spread to every c m y  of Britain's soda1 
economy. With the notable exception of books like Titmuss's The Oifr 
Relarimr (about the economics of the distribution of blood), planned, 
non-market distribution had little theoretical def', or recent practical 
examples of success at a macro level. As a result the market has now got an 
overwhelming ideological hegemony in current economic thought. 
Viability, competitivity, freedom of c h o i i  balancing the books - this is 
the vocabulary of economic approval. Subsidy, lame ducks, uncompeti- 
tiveness, unproductive - these are the words used to erode the legitimacy 
of the public economy. All define themselves in terms of marker 
exchange. 

The third pillar of F a b i i  economics was adopted from a Liberal in the 
19308 - Keynes. The conml of mact~ec~nomic fluctuations through 
fiscal and monetasy policy grew from being one pan of a general case for 
public planning to a separate and indeed domioant argument for state 
intervention at the macro level. The macroeconomic implications of p m  
pemities to save and to consume were woven into the older F a b i i  case for 
disnibution. The post-war economic boom was linked to Labour 
policies analysed through a Keynesian grid. Redisuibution i n a d  
consumption which encouraged investment. In spite of academic doubts 
that Keynesian policy might increase flumations rather than smooth 
them out, there was for thirty years a conf~dence that the long economic 
boom was somehow asmckted with government economic management. 

From the mid-19708, the Keynesian consensus has been broken. In this 
counay and elmhere there had been an ever gathering crisis in the 
private sector, reflected in a falling rate of profit, and from 1973 a fall in 
investment. Keynesian theory indicated the use of public spending to 
maintain demand and thus the rate of profit. But the traditional instru- 
ments of mactoeconomic management when operated to this end proved 
incapable of stemming the decline of private profitability, and the rise of 
inflation and unemployment. Tony Crosland - who had been so much 
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the symbol of the 'post capitalist mixed economy' - turned fmt on the 
welfare state in his celebrated 1975 speech declaring that 'the party's 
over'. Denis Healey - himself a contributor to the 1952 Fabion 
Essays - the following year further marked the turn against public spend- 
ing and wage-eamers with what became known as the 'LMF measures'. 
The post-war conftdence that redistribution and public sector expansion 
would increase growth, was now inverted. Unable to attack the private 
sector crisis directly, Labour economic policy was forced to attack two of 
the foundations of the social democratic tradition, the welfare state and 
the level of wages. In Whitehall it no doubt appeared as though there was 
no alternztive. But to the troops in the field it felt like being fued at by 
one's own generals. 

Into the vacuum of economic policy monetarism marched with the 
confidence of a zealot. In practice and theory, monetarism has lost every 
economic argument to the Keynesian reposte, lowering inflation only 
through collapsing the economy as a whole. Yet in the 1983 election, Mrs 
Thatcher was returned with her historic majority, and the opinion sur- 
veys have shown that Labour actually lost the economic argument. This is 
a measure of the crisii of Labour economic policy. There was clear public 
evidence that monetarist policies had doubled the severity of the intema- 
tional economic depression as it affected the UK. Keynesian reflation 
policy offers to halve the effects of the crisii as it stands now. But Mrs 
Thatcher's appeal rests partly on the fact that she is offering to attack the 
whole of the problem. And to this the Keynesians have no adequate 
response. 

Swept away as part of this defeat of Keynesianism has been the fourth 
pillar of the social democratic tradition - redistribution. Already in the 
1960s the post-wru welfare settlement was being re-evaluated, as having 
distributed income and services within dasses rather than between 
them. In addition there were similar problems to those affeaing the 
nationalised industries, how to make welfare service8 - both for the ser- 
vers and the served - supportive rather than controlling, on our side of 
the fence rather than theirs. On top ofthis a d m d e  ofcuts has left many of 
these services in tatters. 

Since 1979 there has also been a growing inequality in incomes. Mone- 
tarist policy has asserted that it is now inequality that is necessary for 
growth, providing incentives for the technocrats and managers and an 
inducement to invest for the property owners and large corporatiom. The 
taxation and control of wealth and high incomes have all been discon- 
t i  uously lowered. For the unemployed, however, the government directs 
that poverty should rule, as an incentive for the unemployed to look for 
work, and for the employed to keep at it. Peter Townsend's monumental 
study shows how deep a poverty still remains. 
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As with the monetarist drive to privatisation, and the championing of 
the market against planning, so the re-appearance of unemployment and 
the re-assertion of inequality shows the unravelling of the post-war social 
democratic system. The trauma for Labour economic policy has been not 
merely the collapse of each ofthe four pillars of its traditional programme, 
nor even $e desrmction of the achievements in these fields by the current 
Tory government, but the fan that the retreat on all of them has been 
started by Labour ministers themselves. These ministers were in most 
cases the architects of the earlier policies, and the beam of that post war 
confidence. It is against this background that Labour economic policy 
must be re-assessed. 

What is now at issue in Labour thinking is not just particular ideas or 
policies but the whole framework of economic analysis. F a b i i  economics 
has been dominated by neoclassical theory and, since the 19308, by 
Keynes. But it has by and large failed to come to terms with Marx. The 
exceptions were the early F a b i i .  Their first serious collective discussion 
took the form of a reading group on Marx's Capital. Shaw, Belford Bax, 
and later Wells, argued Marx's position. Sidney Webb and the necclass- 
ical economist Edgeworth argued the utilitarian case. Marx lost, Shaw 
senled for an inelegant - even if amusing - theory of rent, and Wicksteed 
took on the task of tutoring the F a b i i  in the principles of marginalism. 
Over the last 15 years there has been a revival of this debate. From the 

mid-1960s a generation of students came to realise that neodassical eco- 
nomics not only failed to adequately answer the major issues confronting 
the labour movement but thar it was also ao ideology of the right. By the 
early 1970s Capital reading groups were springing up, arguing about 
value as the early Fabians had done. What this direct reading of Marx 
revealed was that the issues debated in the secondary texts, and in many 
F a b i i  interpretations of Mm, were far fmm central to Marx's political 
economy: the increasing immiseration of the workiag class, the inevitable 
tendency to the breakdown of capitalism, and other 'hypotheses' which 
those from an empiricist tradition formally 'tested', 

Rather, Marx offered a major critique of classical and vulgar (what later 
became neodassical) economic thought. He argued not that they were 
incorrect, but that they were theoretically inadequate, and in the case of 
vulgar economics, so superficial that they quite m i s s ~ ~ e d  the issues. 
Key to the argument was that we observe economics at work in the sphere 
of circulation -markets, distribution and consumption. But what hap 
pens in circulation is determined by forces whose origin lies in the process 
of production. In Volume 1 of Capital - subtitled the Production Process 
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of Capitals - he offered a theory of production and its relationship to the 
sphere of exchange. Here for the fmt time we saw placed at the centre of 
economic concerns not the declining marginal utilities of some abstract 
individual, but the concrete details of production, the nature of work, the 
length of the working day, the drive for productivity and mechanhtion, 
for time economy and ever more extensive controls by capital over labour 
in the factory. Here, too, was a long-mn theory of technical change and 
acnrmulation which was self-evidently richer and more explanatory than 
the formal growth models of neodassical and Keynesian thought. 

Against this background, the fm thing to say about Fabian economic 
thought is that it has been almost entirely concerned with problems of 
circulation rather than production. The early F a b i  emphasised income 
distribution. The reason they developed a theory of rent was to explain 
inequality of wealth and income. They defined socialism in terms of 
distribution. The task of the state was the nationalisation of rent and its 
redistribution. Redistribution has remained a dominant theme in Fabian 
thought. 'Socialism is about equality': the words are Crosland's, but they 
stand for what is still the principal definition ofsocialism within the d 
democratic tradition today. 

Exchange has been a secondary theme, strongest amongst social demo- 
cratic economists concerned to argue the case for state intervention on the 
grounds of the inadequacy of the market. One strand of argument has 
been based on Msrshall's analysis of external economies, that market 
exchange did not necessarily reflect d costs and benefits. Another 
strand was provided by Keynes with his analysis of the labour and money 
markets. In both cases, the state could intervene through the medium of 
circulation -imposing taxes, providing subsidies, or defiat f m d n g  - 
in order to ensure that the market system would work. 

The thud aspects of circulation - consumption - has principally 
entered F a b i  economic theorv via Kmes.  and his ~earment of con- . . 
sumption in terms of its aggregate quantitative amount. 

As with onhodox economics, these three different parts of economic 
circulation have by and Large been treated separately, unconnected to and 
unconstrained by production. In this section I want to argue that our 
starting point should be production, and that only by developing a new 
economics and politics of production will we be able to understand the 
changes in circulation. This is the major theoretical change required in 
Labour's economic thinking. I will briefly sketch out what is involved in 
an economics of production, and how developments in pmduction affect 
and constrain distribution, exchange and consumption. In this way I hope 
to provide some signposts out of the impasse in which the left finds itself 
as a result of confining the main thrust of its economic policy to the 
circulation sphere. 
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The social democratic tradition has treated production technically. It is 
seen as a black box into which suitably motivated inputs are fed, and from 
which outputs somewhat mysteriously arise. As in the Third Interna- 
tional's version of Marxism, technology was also seen as technical rather 
than social. The idea that many people were living a majority of their lives 
within factories, that these lives were subject to a lawful tyranny as 
grievous as that of any totalitarian state, that the ensuing battles within 
the factory affected how and why technology developed - these issues 
have scarcely merited a footnote. 

Indeed it is a constant theme in Fabiin writing that capitalism's main 
contribution is what it has done for production. This is Shaw writing in 
the 1931 reprint of Fabian Essays: the capitalist system 'worked wonder- 
fully well in the sphere of production and trade. It built up our factory 
system, our power machinery, our means of transport and communica- 
tion. Unfo-tely these u n p d e n t e d  achievements in production and 
finance have been accompanied by a failure in distribution so grotesquely 
inequitable and socially disamous that its continuance is out of the 
question'. There is the same optimism that is found in much Communist 
theory - East and West -that the forces of production were unproble 
matic and progressive, and were merely being held back by the relations of 
production. 

The last decade has seen the development of a profound challenge to 
this view. In Italy it started in the mid-1960s around the work of Mario 
Tronti. In the US, the key point was the publication of Bmvennan's book 
Labour mdMompo& Capitol in 1974. In this county, the change began 
the following year. What it has involved is a re-interpretation of economic 
and labour history around the histoy of production, and the re- 
examination of the traditions and m-gs of science and technology. 
The black box of production - formerly entered only by sociologists of 
work, management scientists, and the management and workforce them- 
selves - has been opened and reconnected to socialist concerns for the 
first time since Wiliam Morris. The key distinction was between capi- 
talist relations of production in circulation and capitalist relations of 
production in production. The former, which has characterised F a b i i  
and much Marxist work, saw the key feature of capitalism as the mono- 
poly control ofthe means of production by a minority of private capitalists 
and the enforced working for them of a proletariat separated from their 
means of subsistence. The relations of production were therefore deter- 
mined by private monopoly ownemhip, and they were retlected in distri- 
bution. The capitalist received unearned profit (over and above snme 
notional wage of management) while the worker received a wage more or 
less related to the cost of subsistence. Shaw and a number of later Fabians 
argued that it was only by 'socialising' the means of production that the 
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unearned income and exploited wealth could be redistributed by the state 
in an equitable way. 

The monopoly control of production also gives the capitalist rights 
within the factory. By purchasing labour with a wage the capitalists or 
their managers have the right to set that labour to work. The history of 
production is a history of how to enforce that right to the greatest benefit 
of the capitalist. The key point of transition is the change from manufac- 
ture to 'machinofacture', when the skill and control of the labourer is 
taken away and embodied in management and machines. Instead of the 
machine being controlled by its operative, it now controls the operative, 
in pace, direction, and judgement. The rise of scientific management 
around the practice and principles of Frederick W i l o w  Taylor from the 
1880s marked the turning point in capital's movement from the formal 
subordination of labour to its real subordination. Henry Ford embodied 
Taylor's principles in the production line. The key features of Taylorism 
were the fixgmentation of tasks, hierarchy, deskihg, and the drawing of 
the sharpest distinction between mental and manual labour. These 
changes in the factory were soon reflected in distribution. Taylor (at the 
Mid Vale Steel Company) offered workers who would accept his new 
systems higher wages, and this was one ofthe characteristics ofFordism as 
it spread through the assembly indusaies. 

Fordism also produced a new mode of consumption. The higher wages 
bought the very goods they were paid to produce. The terms of Fordism's 
mnaact was that any worker who accepted the tyranny of the production 
line would be @d enough to vansform his W her home with consumer 
durables. It was this contract which formed the basis for the post Second 
World War boom. 

Fordism -er redefined the nature of exchange. It created a mass 
market. In Britain this was at fvst a national market. The growth of the 
motor industry in the 1930s was largely based on import substitution. 
After the war, the ever increasing economies of scale have been the 
material basis for the development of multinational corporations, inams- 
ingly integrated at the European level, and now - in the case of Ford 
itself - on the brink of producing a world W. In addition to the extended 
range of markets and integrated production, Fordism has added market 
research, advertising, and the manufacture of style. It has also added 
credit which mushrwmed with the boom in order to avoid that Achilles 
heel of mass production, overcapacity and a steep climb in unit costs. 

At the macro level, these changes in production affect the quantitative 
aggregates in the economy. As the scale of production grows, capital laid 
out both on machinery and raw materials increases relative to labour, and 
there is a tendency for the rate of profit to decline. The development of 
new products and processes raises productiviry. This offsets the fall in the 
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rate of profit, and encourages investment. Accumulation proceeds until it 
has worked out these new seams, and run up against barriers to expansion 
in existing branches of production. 

When this happens there is a major economic crisis. Historically crises 
have had three characterhim. F i t ,  there is a massive writing down of 
fictitious capital values, through bankruptcies, bank failures, and factory 
closures, and now with central banks acting as lenders of Last resort, 
through inflation. Second, there is an attack on labaur, both to lower 
wages, and to increase control and the intensity of work in production. 
Thirdly, there is the introduction of new methods and machinery in order 
to increase productiviy, as well as the s h a h g  out of the less efficient 
producers and the concentration of economic activity in the hands of the 
strong. In this way profit rates and the conditions for renewed accumula- 
tion have been restored - though not without a severe social and political 
crisis. 

Some of the mffhanisms of an economic crisiis work within the sphere 
of circulation. Financial crashes and the devaluation of capital values is 
one example. The cut in wages (and now in welfare provisions) is another. 
But central to any economic crisis and the restoration of pmfitability have 
been the major changes in prcduction. The more Limited these changes, 
the greater is the attack on wages, and the more severe the decline of 
markets. But these circulation crises will only lead to a sugtaineduphun if 
their &ect is transmitted to production. As in all the examples I have 
given from Fordism, it is the changes in the factories which are primary, 
and which determine and limit the movements on the market. 

111 

If we nun now to economic policy, I want to show why it is totally 
inadequate to base Labour's economic strategy on a perspezive of redis- 
tribution, managed markets and d&at financing, without a major and 
dominant programme for mansforming production. 

Fimt, as far as distribution is concerned, whereas the early Fabians saw 
distributional issues as quite separate from production, later theorists 
were well aware of the constraints that accumulation presented to redistri- 
bution. Their reaction has been to play down redistribution. Durbin, for 
example, was by 1940 against fiuther redisnibution because he though it 
would raise consumption and reduce savings. Crosland agreed, though he 
couched his argument in terms of redistribution affecting incentives 
among the better off. More recently - particularly in the W i n  period - 
increased growth rather than redistribution was seen as the way to 
improve rhe position of the less well off. It was offered as a dynamic rather 
than static approach to poverty. But with the slowdown of growth and 
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with the present government taking this argument to its uninhibited con- 
clusion, bv redidbuting in favour of the rich and of busimess, the l& has 
been on the defensive. For it fmds itself without an adequate theory of 
accumulation which would allow growth at the same time& allowing the 
reduction of inequality. 

There are similar objections to policies confined to the public perfect- 
ing of markets. There are four common objections made to the market as a 
means of allocation: (i) the Marshalliao argument on externalities; 
(U) income inequalities, particularly those based on inherited wealth; (iii) 
the existence ofmonopolies who may follow a price cutting policy in order 
to drive out competition; (iv)the fact that a growing national indusuy may 
need some protection until it is strong enough to match already developed 
international competitors. h each of theae cases, it is not the market as a 
mechanism which is held to be at fault. Merely that its patticular signals 
are not armrate, and that state intervention is needed to correct them: 
taxes, subsidies, a wealth tap, anti-monopoly legislation, idant industty 
tariffs and so on. The market remains the dominant economic nexus. 
Mdlications to it cm be made at the level of circulation without refer- 
ence to production. 

But the major current issues concerning the market as an economic 
nexus are not so easily dealt with. F i t ,  an inagising number of major 
invsment decisions - public and private - are so large, and made over 
so long a timescale that the market is no longer an adequate guide to 
choice. 
Second, a crisis in the p- of accumulation, whose causes should be 

Bought in the development of production, nevertheless makes its formal 
appearance in the sphere of exchange. Mation, falling demand, fhmcial 
collapse, a profits squeeze - these are all linked to the market. Managing 
the market in these drcumstancea is highly problematic. For a policy 
must either suspend the l id  impact of the market on producers - in 
which case production will remain untransformed, or discipline pro- 
ducers through the market in order to change production. The latter has 
been the policy of the monetarists who have quite explicitly engineered a 
deterioration in market conditions. The mechaaism used was spelled out 
before the 1979 election by monetarists at the London Business School; it 
involved raising interest and exchange rates, squeezing indusuy between 
a declining export market and increasing imports, bankrupting the 
weaker firms and shifting resources and markets to the strong. Every 
market price over the last five yean should be seen in this context. Tbey 
have been manipulated for a particular end. The results for British indus- 
ny have been disastrous. Quite new plant has had to be scrapped. In some 
case it is the most advanced firms that have been put out of business (those 
based on mass production), while the less 4cieut, but more flexible have 
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survived. In some branches of production there is no Serious base left on 
which any recovery could be built. Those large British h n s  who have 
restructured themselves, have tended to make their major new invest- 
ments abroad. In the British economy, the long-term strategic decisions 
have again and again gone by default. The monetarist strategy of reauuc- 
Nring production via the market has weakened the Briti h emnomy so 
severely that some sectors will never recover. 

Thirdly, the use of the market to restructure production involves a 
diren attack on labour. This was also an explicit aim of the monetarists. 
By squeezing profits they intended to squeeze labour. In the private sector 
they have been remarkably successful. Workforces have been set against 
each other. One ailer another has accepted redundancies, lower wage 
settlements, changes in work pm&, in order to keep an enterprise 
afloat. It has been more effective than any incomes policy. But a socialist 
view of the economy dws not take the side of capital. against labour. It 
cannot therefore accept that the market price is the magnetic North 
around which all else revolves, if that market price is a mechanism which 
en-p weak labour to replace strong, or part time, lower paid, casual 
work to outcompete those who are working on proper contmcts in ade- 
quate conditions. Mrs Thatcher has used money and the market as an 
instrument for weakening labour in production as in exchange. 

Fourthly, there is no mechanism in the market gonomy to ensure that 
the destruction of some jobs will be matched by the creation of others. In 
other words there is no mechanism for clearing the labour market. Rather 
the historg of capitalist development has been one of creating a surplus 
population. That is how I m d  the phenomena of unemployment in the 
third world. On the one hand advanced counny technology dmve a rapier 
thmugh forms of emnomy in the countryside and in the small 
wRn of the towns. Much of the resultant profit was then repatriated to 
menopolitan counuies for accumulation there. Advanced counmy accu- 
mulation and full employment were maintained, at the expense of accu- 
mulation and employment in the third world. In the current period this 
mechanism has no longer been sustained. From the early 1970s the 
dedine in levels of profitability led to money capital being exparted back 
to the NICs and to the sccialist world. a u l a d o n  in the advanced 
'count& slowed down. New technology W e r  reduced the d-d for 
labour. Unemployment rates have risen dramatically throughout the 
advanced capitalist counuies. Even with an economic upturn there is no 
longer a likelihood of fidl employment, particularly in less competitive 
emnomies like the UK. 

The aiknificance of these four issues is that a sccialist economic policy 
cannot be confined to adjusting the market. In the first case, long term 
strategic planning has already moved beyond the market in the private as 
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well as the public sector. Rather the market is beiig made to fit in with 
strategic decisions - through advenis i i  guaranteed state purchases, 
pmteaion (as in South Korean economic planning) or tax relief. In the 
case of labour, the market is a means whereby one group ofworkers are set 
against another - consciously and directly so within large corporations 
who compare performances of different plants and expand or contract 
accordingly. 

As far as economic crisis is concerned, Keynesian measures will be 
confied in their expansionary effects. This is because an expansion of 
aggregate demand will have only a limited impact on the central crisis of 
profitability when its causes are rooted in production. In the short term 
such an expansion will allow fums to produce nearer to capaaty, lowering 
unit costs, raisiig profit, and wen encouraging some new investment. But 
in as much as the long-term trend of profitability is downwards, new 
investment will be limited, and any budgetary induced expansion short- 
lived. This is what happened in the early 1970s. The advantage monetar- 
ism has over Keynesianism is that it is a direct d t  on production. It 
has simulated the mechanisms of mtmcming through a classic po- 
nomic slump, with all the attendant brutality and waste. The only 
sociabt answer is an equally direct intervention in production, but on 
very different terms to that underlfig monetarism. This is the case for 
industrial planning on a scale unmatched since the Second World War. 
Given the economic desolation which already exists after five years of 
monetarism, only an industrial programme of thia scope and detail can 
hope to restore substantial vitality to the British economy. Defiat k c -  
ing, impon controls and national inveaunent banks are not enough if 
there has not been a major intervention in production which they can 
support. 

Equally, any serious response to long-term unemployment cannot 
remain at the level of adjustments to the policy levers of marker circula- 
tion. It is of course absurd to have people working long hours and over- 
time while others have no work at all. But even ifwork was redistributed 
to avoid this, and even if a 35-hour week was generally adopted, it is 
probable that there would still be significant unemployment. 

One possible response to this would be a full employment policy based 
on the direct planning of the public economy. At the moment nearly a 
third of national production is undertaken by the state. This public eco- 
nomy is fragmented, uncoordinated, largely geared to serving the market 
economy and private accumulation rather than the other way round. 

Yet if an input-output table were constructed we would see that this 
economy had a considerable degree of seKdlidency. If we take a wage 
worker in the public sector, for instance, more than half of his or her 
income may go on state services, through tax, rates, public transport fares, 
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council rents, electricity, gas and the telephone. The remaining income 
goes to the private sector: clothes, food, private transport, domestic appli- 
ances. As during wartime, it would not be difficult to develop public 
provision h each of these fields, and pay for 'imports' from the private 
market economy by 'exports' of public services and taxation. Once such a 
system of co-ordination was established, those without a job could be 
guaranteed one, since the extra cost of employing them in t e r n  of imports 
fmm theprrbaresector would be small, and could be met by exports oftheir 
production to the private sector. 

What I am suggesting in the present conjuncture is the direct planning 
of labour within a public economy rather than in a national framework. 
Instead of protection for all producers within the national economy, it 
would be geared to protecting the developing public economy. Public 
production could not ignore the private economy. Its prices and products 
would inevitably be compared to those in the private sector. But it would 
have the advantage that it was able to use productively labour which 
market capitalism ignores. It is one of the paradoxes of contemporary 
capitalism, that by virtue of an ever more intense drive for productivity 
increases, capitalism extrudes labour lowering its productivity to zero, 
and at the same time has to pay for its cost of subsistence. Because 
capitalism pays people not to work, a public economy could pay them to 
work, and their product would - if adequately planned -more than 
cover the difference between d security payments and a proper wage. 

At this point I shall summarise my general argument. Fabian eco- 
nomics has been limited both in theory and practice because it has 
restricted imlf to the economics of circulation. It is from the sphere of 
circulation that it has taken its main h e s  of concern and defitions of 
socialism: inequality, market anarchy, monopoly. In demanding a 'sodal- 
isation' of ownership it was demanding a power for the state to counter 
these inadequaaes in the system of circulation. But Fabian economics as 
put into pmctice by successive Labour governments has consistently run 
into the barriers set by the requirements of private accumulation. It is the 
conuadictory character of these requirements as they are found in the 
p r w  of production that socialist economic policy must address. 
What is called for is nothing less than a major shift in the economic 

agenda of the labour movement. I will list my main suggested items for 
this agenda as follows: 

(1) industrial restructuring through planned intervention; 
(2) the development of publicly controlled technology and systems 

design, geared to the skills and concerns oflabour, and to social needs; 
(3) a redefition of planning, as popular planning for labour in and 

against the market; 
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(4) the &onnation of public services and state corporatious, in terms 
of their internal orpisation, their relations with their manual work- 
force, and with the users of their services; 

(5) a concm with the quality of consumption raher than its mere 
quantitative aggregate. The Fordist mode of production has been 
particularly inappropriate in food, culture, health, and education - 
all key parts of a new mode of commption, replacing that based on 
mass produced consumer durables; 

(6) the attack on inequalities within production (particularly the division 
bemeem conception and execution) which feed back into income 
inequalities, and inequalities between men and women, and between 
black people and whites; 

(7) the integration and direct planning of the public economy, and its 
expansion to ensure a job for all those who are currently unemployed. 

This does not mean that the economy will not still require a monetary and 
a fiscal policy, let alone a strategy towards the balance of paymen& and 
towards income and wealth inequality. But it means it will be subordinate 
and complementary to productive concerns. The changes will be sym- 
bolised at the adminhmtive level by the subordination of the Treasury 
and the Bank of England to the new Ministry of Industry, rather than the 
other way round. 

IV 
Since 1979, sodalist initiative8 in economic policy have W e d  from the 
national to the I d  level. Faced with large increases in unemployment, 
panicularly in the metropolitan and older i n d d  areas, more and 
more Labour councils bave been extending their economic role. These 
coundls - because they have no monetary or foreign trade  power^ - 
have had to confront the issues of indusaial policy directly. Some have 
followed a strategy of market support. They have provided industrial pre- 
mises which the market for one reason or another was failing to provide. 
They have given incentive8 to mobile capital, and a battery of advice ser- 

geared partinllarly to small firms. Limited as they are to market 
adjustments, these policia no more than scratch the surface of the 
problem. 

A number of authorities have followed an alternative strategy, geared to 
medium and larger firms, to state industry and services, and to the inter- 

. ests of labour and consumera within s more general process of indusaial 
re~rmcnuing. Lancashire, Sheffield, Leeds, the West Midlands, and the 
GLC are the most developed examples, together with certain London 
boroughs such as Hackney and Brent. Their policies have had different 
emphases, but each has taken on - albeit in a tentative way - the issues 
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arising from the crisis of production which I discussed earlier. 
I want to outline four features of the experience of one of these 

authorities - the GLC - which are of p&& relevance to the national 
discussion. 

(i) Resuncnuing for labour 
The premise of the GLC's industrial intervention is that effective inter- 
vention can only successfully take place within the context ofnational and 
international reshuchuing. There is little point in bailing out declining 
firms and industries without transforming them. The market economy has 
its own means of transformation. The older, less productive operations 
are taken over or supplanted by the more productive. Rationalisations, 
write-offs, new invesbnent, amalgamations - these are the insmunents 
used by private (and public) capital in order to restore profitability. The 
GLC's view is that this restructuring can take place in many different 
ways, with different consequences for both workers and consumers. One 
of the main functions ofa public body concerned with industrial interven- 
tion is to ensure that any rest~cturing that does take place is undertaken 
in the interests of labour and not at its expense. 

The point is clearest in the case of the utilities and the basic infrasmc- 
me .  Take, for example, the case of combined heat and power and conser- 
vation programmes as alternatives to the current government's nuclear 
p e r  policy. Detailed studies suggest that the former options would lead 
to over 3000 more jobs in London, for the same investment as at Sizewell 
B, and a higher rate of return. In nansport, in the telephone network, in 
the dock indusay, as in health care, there are alternative paths of resnuc- 
&g over the next decade, with quite different implications for those 
who work in these industries, and who use their products. 

The same w e n t  applies to p h t e  manufacturing and service 
industries. Employment in London's manufacturing has fallen by more 
than a half in twenty years, from 1.4 million in 1961 to 650,000 in 1981. 
On present uends a further 200,000 manufacturing jobs will be lost by 
1990. Some have argued that there is nothing that can be done about this 
restructuring of the London economy away from manufacturing. But on 
closer examination of London's traditional industries - furniture, print- 
ing, food and engineering we have found that there is no necesityfor such 
decline. 

Take tinnitwe for example. In 1951 there were over 63,OM) furniture 
workers in London. There are MW only 12,000. This collapse has taken 
place against the background of a major restmcmhg of the European 
furniture industry. London's indusq lost out because it has been weak 
on design, unintegrated with retailing, and with two or three exceptions, 
backward in machinery and t&ology. Yet it pcssesses a rich reservoir of 
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skill. Working with the more progessive manufacturers and the unions, 
the GLC has identified a strategy which is being implemented by the 
Council's Greater London Enterprise Board (GLEB) in conjunction with 
European technical advice, and international distributors. It not only 
promises to reverse the trend which has seen furniture imports into 
Britain climb fmm 7% in 1973 to 26% in 1983, but to do so on the basis of 
union labour, with enterprise planning that involves workforces in the 
organisation and strategic directions of the firms. 

I have given an example because one feature of a strategy which starts 
from production is that it is an economics of detail, of material processes 
and particular products. A production strategy is as much qualitative as 
quantitative, concerned with the quality of jobs and products rather than 
simply their amount. It is in the qualitative sphere that we have to distin- 
guish the alternatives. 

In furniture the alternatives involve the dimensions of geography and 
conno1 within the f m .  In food, there is the funher dimension of the 
nutritional value of the product. In milk delivery and retailing it is a 
question of acce&biity for those without cars. In publishing, the record 
indusng, and TV and film production, there are the issues of minority 
interests and political control. Sector by sector we can distinguish the 
ways in which the market and the loadstar ofprivate profitability bend the 
development of production to a course which ignores the wider intereats 
of workers and consumers. 

In important ways trade unions and user orgaisations have contested 
thess market determined path8 of development. National legislation and 
local government W t i o n  have supported these initiatives. Inspec- 
tomes, subsidies, preferential purchasing and many other instruments 
have been used to regulate private capital. 

As far as industrial policy is co-ed, the GLC and GLEB have aied 
a number of alternatives. In the early days of the admidmation when 
only a small t k  existed, it was difticult to take over and m enterprises 
directly. The Council therefore signed agreements with private f m ,  
setting conditions for union recognition and enterprise planning. The 
Council and GLEB have also suppmed many co-operatives, who 
embody alternatives in their aims as well as the saucture of their owner- 
ship. But in the larger plan,  our experience is that direct ownership and 
control is necessary to create socialist alternatives. Put more generally, the 
restructuring of production for (and by) labour cannot be adequately 
carried out by regulating circulation. It requires direct involvement in and 
control of production. 

(ii) Technology 
Central to the process of restructuring is technology. We tend to think of 
technology as so many new machines - word processors, numerically 
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controlled machine tools, rnbots. But it is equally a question of systems, 
linking different processes together within production as well as linking 
production with distribution and sale. The commanding heights of 
modem capitalism are shiftiig from the ownership of the means of pro- 
duction to the ownership of the means of conceptualisation. Once the key 
process and systems have been designed and developed, production can 
be contracted out. Clive Sidair  makes arrangements with factories to 
produce on his behalf - in the manner of sub-contractors. He, Like many 
other inventors, will keep control of the design and specification and of 
the marketing. Production - with its particular problems of controlling 
labour - is nevertheless relatively straightforward and can be left to 
others. 

The issue for sodalist economic policy is how to match capital's control 
of the new commanding heights - both because this is the key point of the 
control of profit, and because the use of new technology and the design of 
systems moulds social relations all the way down the line. 

The GLC is a pygmy in the world of multinationals. Yet in its three 
universities and seven polytechnics London possesses technological 
capacities which match those of the largest corporations. In addition there 
are the research departments of public corporations and of specialist 
institutions. The challenge is how to link the work of these institutions 
into the planned re-organisation of London industry. 
The policy we have followed is to mblish a number of technology 

networks. These are based in or near one of the research indtutiom, and 
are staffed by 'go-betweens', people who know the research community, 
as well as the needs of industries and communities within London. One 
network specialises in energy, and involves the South Bank and Central 
London Polytechnics. It Linas in energy conservation research with local 
energy campaigns and initiatim, and the development of products. 

A second network specialises in new technology, and includes aca- 
demics from Imperial College, City University, the Polytechnic of 
Central London and St Thomas's Hospital. It has been involved in the 
development of a general purpose robot arm (aimed particularly at those 
with disabilities), of expert systems for use in the medical field, of com- 
puter graphics and design, and of the 'human centred' lathe and auto- 
matic factory systems. The last project - developed by Professor Howard 
Roaenbrock at UMIST in association with Mike Cooley, formerly of 
Lucas Aerospace and now Technology director at GLEB - illustrates one 
of the key points in the underlying approach of the networks. Numerically 
controlled machine tools have been designed to deskill the operators. 
Programming the machines is undertaken by 'white collar engineers', and 
the old 'tacit knowledge' of the machinest is beiig lost. The UMIST 
project designed a lathe which built on the machinists' skill rather than 
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discarding it (the machine was ptognunmed from the manual operations 
of the skilled operator). This matched, and even exceeded, conventional 
machine tools in efficiency, but has only recently been taken up in Britain 
oia Japan. Rosenbrock is now building an automatic integrated produc- 
tion system based on the same principles. 

Other networks are in the process of development, spedalising in elec- 
tric, electronic and mechanical engineering (North London Polytechnic), 
medical equipment (Thames Polytechnic) and transport. The response 
during negotiations has been remarkably supportive from instit~~tions 
who are aware of the gap that exists between higher research and its 
applications, and the need for a planned integration of London's public 
knowledge economy with the restructuring of productive emplo$nent. 

(M) POP& planning 
Another word to describe the pre-production phase of modem capitalism 
is planning. Resttncturing has to be planned. Multinationals have to be 
planned, as do their new products and systems. I used the word 'con- 
ceptuabation' to describe these processes, because they have a dynamic 
and creative element, imagining what is over the next hill from ground 
level rather than seeing and organising everything from above. Our model 
of planning has been too much the topdown co-ordination of the railway 
timetable rather than the beyond the horizon adventure of the tech- 
nologist. Capitalism has both, and socialists need to redefine both. 

The socialist tradition has tended to juxtapose the market and the plan, 
equating capitalism with the market and sodalism with the plan. This is 
misleading. The history of capitalism can be read as the development of a 
conrmdiction between the market and the plan, or rather between the 
market and many plans, for in capitalism planning is largely carried out by 
different private capitals. In the case of corporate planning, plans are 
constructed for the market, with the aim of maximising private profit- 
ab'iy. With alternative industrial plans, we are planning in und against 
the market. We cannot ignore the market. But we can insulate production 
from the market and resist the tyranny which private capital imposes on 
labour as the result of its drive for maximum profitability as validated by 
the market. 

In a local emncmy, three kinds of planning are required: an alternative 
corporate planning at the level of the enterprise, industrial planning at the 
lwel of the branch, and strategic planning at the level of the locality as a 
whole. In each case adequate planning cannot be done solely from above. 
It is necessary of course to have an eagle's view, but full-time central 
planners have in the past exhibited distorted vision, and have no grasp of 
the derail which workers and users experience as part of their everyday 
life. For an adequate socialist planning we must break down the division 
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between mental and manual labour, and between concepion and execu- 
tion. Those involved in the enterprise or induwy must be given the time 
and the support to take the eagle's view. We estimate that up to a quarter 
of a millioc people in London are employed in strategy and design work 
for the capital's planning: software engineers, marketing specialists, fmn- 
ciers, architens, engineers, managers and so on. The labour movement has 
been starved of both the time and skills to match the detail of this extra- 
ordinary complex which comprises London's private mental economy. 

At the GLC we have approached this issue from a number of direc- 
tions. The Labour Manifesto had a commitment to set up a new economic 
policy group staffed from outside the Council to undertake strategic work 
This group now has 45 people working on broader industrid and strategic 
planning issues. They provide material for the panicular corporate and 
branch strategies required for GLEB's industrial interventions. Within 
GLEB itselfthere is a closely related sector strategy division, and a section 
responsible for enterprise planning within firms receiving GLEB sup- 
port. There is a programme of grant aid for a network of Trade Union 
R m c e  Centres which provide research and planning help to trade 
unionists at a neighbourhood level. There is an Early Warning Unit 
within the GLC d e d  by former industrial trade unionists which has 
built up an information network designed to find out abu t  prospective 
dosum and redundanaes in time for mtenrailing action to be taken. 
There is a Popular Planning Unit who work with nade unionists, com- 
munity organisations and user groups on alternative plans, and who have 
also funded a popular planning education programme through Adult 
Education Insti~tes. 

In all the Council funds some 120 people are working on some aspgts 
of alternative planning, providing just over 4000 hours per week to sup- 
port alternatives m the plans produced by the 35 million hours of london's 
private market planners. This is a measure of the imbalance. It means one 
person working with trade unions and local communiy groups on an 
alternative plan for the whole of the retailing senor in London. It means 
one person working on the alternative to the Gcmmment's plans for the 
private cabling of London. For a sodalist economic democracy to have 
substance, we have to recognise the needs for time and skill in the develop- 
ment of alternative plans. We need a quite new conception of phnniq - 
its scope, its process, and the resource8 ngessary to make it work. 

We also need a new conception of the power to implement the plans. In 
traditional socialii vim of central planning it is the state which both 
plans and implements the plans. This was I think the traditional F a b i i  
view. It was certainly the practice of Soviet planning. In advanced capi- 
talist societies, the planning powers of the central state (let alone the local 
state) are heavily confined. The main power lies with private capital. Not 
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only does private capital have the real control of prcduction, but in its 
fhncial form has the decisive power to move out of the country. In the 
era of multinational corporations - with as much as £30 billion a year of 
aansactions on Britain's foreign exchanges b e i i  one form or another 
of inua-firm transfer - the capacity of a government to control the exodus 
of capital is increasingly limited. 

In these circumstances the power of organised labour to enforce alter- 
native plans is equally important. In the case of Kodak for example the 
unions in Kcdak Europe have combined to demand of Eastman Kcdak in 
W e s t e r  an alternative set of investment plans, that would maintain a 
proportion of rematch and development spending and new production 
manufactwing in Europe. The alternative of a national industry under 
public control is no longer a short-run possibility, since the know-how and 
new products have long since been lost. They can be rebuilt and re- 
acquired but it would take time and substantial resources (Kodak, for 
example, are spending some $800 millions a year on RW). In the mean- 
time it is the trade unions who, internationally, have the potential power 
to challenge the priorities and practices of multinationals. The GLC has 
worked with other local authorities, the European Commission and the 
European Parliament to provide suppon to unions in f m  like Kodak 
and Ford who are seeking to develop joint action in defence of their jobs. 

In a single plant, the best enforcers of an enterprise plan are again the 
workforce t h d v e s .  They are also the people who can provide the 
creativity to make the aims of an alternative corporate plan work in 
p&. Indeed without their 111 involvement and support, an altema- 
tive plan could not adequately be implemented. 

Effective popular planning requires an extension of the scope of the 
trade unions, of collective bargahhg, and of resonrces, and it should be 
one task of local and national sodalist adminisnations to provide material 
support for these developments. 

(iv) T d o r m i n g  the state 
The argument about popular planning applies as mu& to the state as to 
private industry. At the moment, the gas industry, elecniay, coal, public 
transport, water, the GPO and British Telecom are run as state capitalist 
~ n c e m s .  The consumer organisations are weak. The trade unions have 
limited powers. Even the GLC - as a major metropolitan authority - has 
found it extremely diffcult to get any substantial discussion with the 
public corporations, let alone influence the direction of their develop- 
ment. In many pans of the country other state servicea - including local 
council services - are experienced in the same way. Sodalists employed 
in the public sector have started to talk of working in mulagainsr the s m .  

As I argued earlier, it is one of the most urgent tasks for the labour 
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movement to challenge these structures of the state. How we do it amnot 
be laid down in a blue print. It is a question of learning from initiatives - 
those that work and those that don't. At the GLC we have tried a number 
of alternati7es: public hearings on British T e l m  and on Cable (m the 
case of Cable we supplemented two days of joint hearings with Sheffield 
City Council with five local hearings in boroughs); involvement in public 
inquiries on Smell B and on the proposed airport in the heart of 
London's Dcddands; regular conferences with trade unionists and 
boroughs on the privatisation of 1ocal.govemment services; popular plan- 
ning workshops for trade unionists in public services and for manual 
workers in the GLC. The Council also has a grant aid programme which 
it uses to support workforce initiatives and user groups: it has supported a 
number of local energy campaigns, the BT trade unions, the postal 
workers, tenants groups, and a local consortium of groups campaigning in 
-ds. 

As a strategic authority, there are limited services under the GLC's 
direct control. One exception is London Transport, which operates at 
arm's length, and which the Council has had to srmkgle to get to conform 
to its transport and employment policies, in the teeth of Government 
opposition, and the bizarre economic interpretations of the House of 
Lords. 

One of the lessons, indeed, of the GLC adminimation, is the need for a 
change in the bureaucratic structure. It faced intense hostility from dif- 
ferent parts of the bureaucracy to many of its policies - notably those 
concerned with ind- and employment. When there was not hostility, 
there was tm o h  a Iack of drive and imagination, with a bureaucratic 
caste unable to understand the goals and the spirit for which the admin- 
isnation stcod. 

Against this the Labour groups have operated pragomtically. They 
have brought in s d a l h  from outaide to carry forward the new policies. 
They have increased political control of the bureaucracy, and devoted 
great energy to simplifying the Byzantine grading structure which served 
to reinforce hierarchid power and rigidity. What has been dear through- 
out is that the conventional notion of a neutral addnimative bureaucracy 
ready to carry thmugh any policies required of them was quite inapprp 
priate. There are notable exceptions. Some GLC officers sympatbiaed 
with the new initiatives, but their power was inithlly curbed. Equally, 
and for the same reasons, it is not enough to bring in policy advisers. They 
need to have adminhative power. In the field of indusuy and employ- 
ment we have learnt that the Labour movement needs an alternative 
bureaucratic strategy to set alongside any alternative economic strategy. 
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In chapter 14, Roy Green and John Eatwell argue for a renun to theory in 
the labour movement. I wholeheartedly agree. But I do so knowing that 
there is an intense suspicion of theory in the movement, and an impa- 
tience for action. What I have wanted to establish in this essay is that 
Labour's economic policy crisis is a crisis of that very action which has 
been so impatiently pursued by successive Labour governments. The 
answer then is not to have more of the same - with the degree of progres- 
siveness judged by the number of billions by which you want to d a t e ,  
and how many companies you say should be nationalised. Rather it is to 
step back and recognise that at least part of the problem is the theoretical 
nadition which has guided economic policy and prsctice. To reexamine 
this tradition critically is the fmt practical task which all those impatient 
for action should immediately undertake. 

I have suggested one line of approach which shifts the emphasis from 
circulation to production, and implies a quite different agenda to that of 
the post-war Keynesian consensus. Fortunately much of the theoretical 
ground for this new approach has been tilled over the Last 15 years. What 
has not been done is to translate this general approach into concrete 
initiatives and programmes. This is where the present municipal w e n -  
ences are relevant. Local councils have been groping towards new eco- 
nomic policies - falteringly, intuitively, and in the face of the most severe 
attacks by the Tory government. But the achievements they have already 
made point the way towards the new national economic policies and 
politics which are so urgently needed. 

Some of the major issues of national economic policy local councils am 
only tangentially touch. Monetary policy would be one. The erosion of 
national economic controls by inmmingly internationalised corporations 
would be another. 

But in other fields, the municipal initiatives have been a laboratory for 
new economic policies. Direct i n t m t i o n  is a prime example. AU the 
Enterprise Boards have quickly realised that it is not money but people 
who are the main constraint. Private capital has the overwhelming mone 
p l y  of the skills of restructuring and long-term industrial andcorporate 
planning. They have now added to this their control over the developmnt 
and application of new technology and new systems of production and 
co-ordination. Ifsuch restructwing is to be done in terms of broader social 
interests than those of the balance sheet, then it requires people who 
understand and sympathise with this alternative, but who also possess the 
skills of the accountant, the management consultant, and indeed the 
marketing manager. At the GLC we have found that trade unionists ate 
quick to pick up these skills, and there are a few progressive managers. 
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But the numbers are still small when set beside the tasks and possibilities 
even within London itself. 
Local councils have also experimented with different organisations - 

notably the enterprise boards. The issue has been how to maintain a 
political control over a body which needs (and demands) independence on 
a day-to-day basis. The model of the council &g policy and the enter- 
prise board carrying it out has proved unsatisfactory. The politicians need 
to be involved in the practice in order to learn about the detailed issues at 
which policy should be directed, while those who are implementing 
n d y  generate strategies of their own. A variety of devices have been 
used to maintain political control over the enterprise boards -key to 
which has been the stai?iig ofthe boards themselves. On the basis of this 
experience, a future Labour government will be able to reconstitute a 
National Enterprise Board very different from the last. 
The -zonmm with the quality of products and not just their quantity, 

with popular planning, with human centred technology, and with trans- 
forming the services and the adminimation of the state - all these are also 
of cenaal relevance to a new socialist economic policy at the national 
level. But perhaps most important is the consdousn~  that the state's 
power - locally or nationally - is quite limited in the face of the power of 
private capital. The traditional Fabian theory of the state as somehow set 
apart from classes, an iashument of power which needs to be patiently 
captured and then m by experts independent ofsectional interests - this 
theory is in as urgent a need of revision as the economic theory. For when 
the state attempts to control and supersede private capital, the outcome of 
the ensuing battle will depend crucially on the extent of popular support 
any administration can command. It is one of the unintended results of 
the Government's abolition campaign against the memopolitm counties 
and the GLC that mc i l lo ra  and council workers alike are having to 
argue the case for their existence to ordinary people. This is a democratic 
process far more subtmtial than a four-yearly visit to the ballot box. It 
involves councillom explaining what they are doing, justifying it, and if 
they cannot justify it, dropping it in favour of something else. This is one 
aspen of the necessary link between a sodalist adminkation and the 
people they represent. 

Another is the need to redefme the role of the state as the supporter of 
other's campaigns and s t~gg les  rather than as the universal provider. I 
discused this in respect to state support for trade unionists. But it is 
equally m e  with respect to discrimination against particular groups of 
working people - women and black people most notably. Local councils 
can help directly, through antidhimination monitoring of suppliers, 
and of their Own practices. But any successll fight against discrimination 
will depend on the actions of those who are facing the discrimination, and 



it is one task ofa sadalist council to support them in their struggles rather 
than offer to replace them. 

Power in short is not centralised in the state, but decenmliaed. A 
Labour adminiadon has considerable power, but it is the temporary 
power of holding an important position on a wider field of battle. Its 
economic polidea will affect the r a v e  suength of others elsewhere on 
the battlefield. M m  Thatcher has recognised this in using public e m  
nomic policy as a means of a direct attack on the power of labour in 
prcduction. It is important that the labour movement takes at least this 
lesson from muemkm and develops an economic strategy which will 
shift the balance ofeconomic power back to labour. 




